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The Research “Violence and Honor Killing
in Kurdistan” is Published
CDO, BCF and CFRI Signed MoU to Train Iraqi Youths
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Raising Awareness on the Risks
of Illegal Migration

CDO
in
partnership
with
Integration Center for Migration
Policy Development and Migrant
Resource Center in the frame of
IKAM Project stared a new
project that aims to raise
awareness of the dangers of
irregular migration and human
trafficking. The project funded by
EU and Austria.
602 youths participated in 18
sessions which took place in
Erbil,
Sulaimanya,
Halabja
Provinces
with
Rapareen
Independent Administration. The
youths discussed the risks of
illegal migration, the alternatives
of irregular immigration, the
ways of migrate legally and share
information about the center that
can support youth to find jobs
inside and outside country.
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CDO's Research on Violence and Honor
Killing Published in Kurdistan

With the presence of Dr. Rewaz Faiq; speaker of Kurdistan
Parliament, Secretary-General of the High Council of Women
Affairs, Representative of Vice Prime Minster, Sulaimanya Governor,
Head of Police, General Director of VAW department, UNAMI,
UNOCHA, UNFPA, IOM, representative of US consulate and a video
message of Mr. Klemens Semtner, Consulate General of Germany in
Erbil an event conducted to launch the research of violence and
honor killing in Kurdistan.

My children don't visit me, a relative told me they joined
university. I rarely sleep, always think about them although I
tried through my lawyer to convince them to visit me but they
refused
A speech of a person accused by killing his wife
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The result of this research send a very clear message to all of
those who hold political office, to the judiciary and to all of us,
we must do more to protect potential victims.

Thanks to Mr. Klemens Semtner Consul
General of Germany in Erbil for his message to
CDO and other organizations that work
on combatting honor killing.
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CDO, BCF and CFRI Work for
Supporting Peace in Iraq

Civil Development Organization,
Barzani Charity Foundation and
French Centre for Research in Iraq
signed MoU to work together for
strengthening
peace
and
coexistence in Iraq. The event of
signing the MoU attended by
Ministry
of
Education,
Vice
Minister of youth and culture, Erbil
Governor,
Head
of
NGOs
directorate, UN agencies, INGO
and NGOs.

CSO representatives, human rights
activists, bloggers and media
activist can apply for the program.
The project team will select the
beneficiaries depending on the
project’s criteria. The first course
will take place in a camp on May
and the second one will take place
in Paris on late of June 2022.

The first project which directly
starts with signing the MoU is train
60 Iraqi youths from different
nations
and
religions
on
leadership, tolerance, peace and
coexistence. The training will take
in Erbil and Paris and the
participants after their return to
Iraq will create a network which
aims to support the efforts of
strengtheningcoexistence in Iraq.
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It is the first time that CDO and BCF have a partnership
project. This has a big meaning in Kurdistan and Iraq.
The efforts of the two major organizations defiantly will
have a positive impact and contribute in the general
efforts of support peace in Iraq
Bakhtyar Salih General
Director of the CDO
The methodology of this project is different from the
previous one. Although of the differences of religion
and nation; the beneficiaries will live together in a
camp for a week and try to find ways for
communication to having mutual understanding about
the issues that will raised during the curse
Mr. Ibrahim Samin, The Deputy
Head Of The BCF

Youths would take part in the project from Basra to
Zakho and gender equality will be considered.

Dr. Adil Bakhawan The Director Of The French
Center For Research On Iraq.
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The Impacts of Drug on Individual and Society

Combating drugs in Iraq and Kurdistan region was the topic that discussed
by legal experts, psychiatrists, religious men, security officers, university
professors and CSOs through a symposium entitled "Drug Impacts on
individual and Society" which is conducted by CDO, Sulaimaniyah
Polytechnic University and World Federation Against Drugs.
In the last 10 years, using drugs has been dramatically increased in Iraq
and Kurdistan Region. Although the Kurdistan Parliament issued a new law
on 2020 states that medical treatment must be provided to users but the law
hasn't yet been enforced.
Weakness of border control, increasing the number of drug dealers, social
problems and lack of awareness among youths about the negative
consequences of using drugs are the main reasons behind increasing
using drugs in Iraq.
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Renovating the Government House
of First Kingdom of Kurdistan

CDO allocated budget for renovating the first government house of first
Kingdom of Kurdistan. Sheikh Mahmud Barzanji, or Mahmud Hafid Zadeh
(1878–October 1956 ,9) formed the first Kingdom of Kurdistan and
declared himself the king of Kurdistan from September 1922 until July
1924.
The building has a great importance in the Kurds history in General and
Sulaimanya particularly because it was a base for the first government
that formed by the King Mahmud which Sulaimanya was the capital of the
Kingdom.
The renovation process will done by Sulaimanya General Directorate of
Antiquities and Heritage within 10 months. The building will be open its
door for the guests on the beginning of 2023.
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With The Support Of CDO,
Refugees Issue And Renew
Their Residency Permission
From 13th of Feb, CDO is presenting
facilitation
to
Government
Residency
Department
to
issue/renew residency permission
by hosting the residency refugee
unit in the CDO main office and
facilitate for the refugees who visit
the unit.

1076

refugees
successfully
renewed their residency permission
just in 15 working days. Having valid
residency permission give the
refugees right of movement, getting
jobs and be far from lost their jobs
because of invalid residency
permission.

We extend our sincere appreciation and thankfulness to CDO.
This decision saved hundreds of refugees from losing their jobs.
The residency center in the previous location was full of routine.
Increase the number of whom got residency from about 200
refugees on Jan to more than 1500 refugees on Feb, is incredible

Hozan Afreni
Head Of Refugee Council In Sulaimanya
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My Abilities
Basic humanitarian principles,
protect environment, coexistence,
minorities
rights
and
using
technology in a right way are the
topics that children practice it in 6
days training. 25 children per week
with the support of facilitators
trained on the topics.

For the first time in Kurdistan children
trained on basic humanitarian principles
and practicing what they learned

The children are visiting home of the famous poets, activists to listen to their
experience. Witness the museum and get information about the past.
Practice the ways of protecting environment.
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International Humanitarian
Law Training
Geneva Call, in partnership with Civil
Development Organization trained 25
Journalists from Anbar, Salahaddin,
Mosul, Kirkuk and Diyala provinces on
international humanitarian law. The aim
of this training is to familiarize
journalists with the obligations of the
official army and armed groups in
protecting civilians during fights and
armed conflict.
International Humanitarian Law is a
branch of international law which seeks
to limit the effects of armed conflict by
protecting persons who are not
participating in hostilities, and by
restricting and regulating the means
and methods of warfare available to
combatants.
The massacre of civilians in the midst
of armed conflict has a long and dark
history universally and in Iraq as well so
such trainings are so important to have
eyes on the armed groups toward
respecting the articles of Geneva
conventions which is the base of
International Humanitarian Law.
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Minority Voice
Rabe campaign published the second issue of the
Minority Voice which is a digital magazine support
the rights of minorities.
The main articles of this issue are; Quota
system according to Kurdistan Parliament
Election law, A brief introduction to Bahai’s
religion, Black History Month, Yazidian
political participation, Kakays history in
Kurdistan and their believes on coexistence,
peace and coexistence in Iraq.

You can find a copy of this issue with the link below

https://www.yumpu.com/.../read/66480652/
voice-of-minority2-
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Veterinarians Training

55 Veterinarians trained on
“carcass processing and HACCP in production of safe meat”.
CDO and Veterinarians for Life Organization conducted a training course for
55 Veterinarians.
The aim of the course was build the capacity of
Veterinarians in the field of control the resources of meat in order to provide
the people with safe meat.
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Short News

1

To push the government toward arresting the killers,
CDO decided to put the photo of the police officer
Mohammed Latif at all the activities related with
combat violence against women until the murderers
will be arrested. The police officer Mohammed was
killed when he was trying to save a life of women
whom was under threat of his husband.
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Najat Vallaud-Belkacem former French High
Education Minster visited the CDO main office. She
conducts a meeting with 20 CSOs and
representatives of education department in
Sulaimanya. She shared her experience and
explained how the organizations can advocate for
women rights and fight hate speech through
education.
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Professor Dr. Mohammad Mahwi introduced his
morphology book titled "Knowledge is Power" in
CDO conference hall. Dr. Mohammad through a
short introduction explained the concept of
education as an empowerment tool for development.
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The staffs of Sulaimanya office of Iraqi parliament
visited CDO office and meet the General Director of
CDO. Training the staffs of the office and arranging
meetings for the NGOs based in Sulaimanay, where
the main topics of the meeting.
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CDO and Sulaimaniyah
Polytechnic University
Signed MoU

The Sulaimaniyah Polytechnic University and CDO have signed an
understanding memorandum with the aim doing mutual projects. According
to the memorandum, the Sulaimaniyah Polytechnic University will put its
material and humanitarian capabilities in any project or activity that aims to
serve the Kurdish community, meanwhile CDO depending on its expertise and
professional experience, will support the university in conducting their
activities.
It is worth mentioning that the memorandum was signed by Mr. Bakhtyar
Ahmad, the General Director of Civil Development Organization and
Professor Dr. Alan Faraidun Ali Amin, the president of the Sulaymaniyah
Polytechnic University.
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The Legal Unit

Provision of Legal Aid in
Humanitarian Setting
CDO provides legal representation,
legal consultation, advocacy and
follow up for refugees, internally
displaced persons and the host
community.

Representation
13 cases

Syrian Refugees
IDPs
Turkish Refugees

9
2
2

Consultation
25 cases

22
3
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Establishment and Capacity
Building for Young Media
Professionals forums to
Promote Social Cohesion II
During February, 2 Polices have been developed by Dr. Saman Fawzy and
Dr. Sherko Jabar. The first one about (Journalism ethics and its role in
composing fourth authority in Iraq) and the second (Role of media tools in
achieving peaceful coexistence). The two polices explained through 2
webinars.
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3 Virtual meetings were conducted; 2 in Arabic

and 1 in Kurdish. The aim of the meeting is to
raise awareness of the journalists about the
diversity in Iraq and role of media in strength
peace and coexistence. The meetings
broadcasted through Tanoua website and its
social media platforms and viewed by more than
1200 viewers.

Posting media products started on Tanoua
website and its social media platforms, 26
products have been shared “ 16 Reports, 7
Videos and 3 Essays” The published products
were received from participants from (Ninawa,
Diyala, Duhok, Sulaymaniyah, Kirkuk and
Salahadin).
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Rabe Campaign - Iraqi Provincial
Election Activities Project

9 Seminars have been conducted for ninorities who

live in Sulaymaniyah, its surrounding districts and
sub-districts. 2 seminars for Yazidi in Ashty camp, 5
seminars for Kakai in Halabja, Kalar, and
Chamchamal, and last 2 seminars for Zoroastrian in
Sulaymaniyah. The seminars focus on the right of
minorities in general and political rights in particular,
their rights regarding the election process in KRG,
voting process and the quota system according to
Iraq and Kurdistan Election Law.

216 individuals

participated
in the seminars

71

145
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Greening Up 50 Hectares of Goizha Mountain
An environmental project implemented by
CDO and funded by Asiacell Company

project team maintained the fence of the project areas which was
1 The
damaged because of harsh winter conditions.

project team checked the irrigation system and fixed the damages to
2 The
ensure its maintenance for the watering season.

3 250 stands of put for the plants to protect it from the heavy wind.
cleaning process for the plants started and will continue until the end
4 The
of April.
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Government house
of first Kingdom of Kurdistan

CDO Partners

